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Water is essential to support lite on our 
planet. In the modern world there is on ever 
increasing need of water for develop
ment. lt is however evident that water is not 
inexhaustible and that future generations 
may not have enough of it because of the 
irreversible pollution processes brought 
about by technology. 

Since water has always been regarded as 
a simple, cheap substance, its characteris
tics are sti ll little known scientifically. 

Giorgio Piccardi (Firenze, 1895-Rimini, 
1972) was always a keen observer of the 
man y phenomena related to water ( 1) 
(Figure 1 ). To demonstrate that science 
had not yet interpreted many phenomena 
concerning the physical chemistry of water 
Piccardi would refer to the well-known exper
iment by Galileo Gali lei and called «dell'ac
qua e del vino» (of water and wine) and 
described in the « Discorsi e Dimostrazioni 
Matematiche intorno a due nuove scienze» 
(Giornata Prima, 1634) written by the great 
Pisan scientist. 

Take two bottles, one full of red wine and 
one full of water. Make a very small hole in 

Figure 1.-Giorgio Piccardi (1985-1972). 
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the stopper of each bottle. Connect the 
bottle of water upside down on the bottle of 
wine and you will see an attractive, surprising 
phenomenon. The fact that a trickle of wine 
goes up through the water above without 
mixing with the latter and that, in the end, the 
two liquids change place without mixing 
surprises anybody who may want to carry out 
Galileo's experiment. Surprise here is due 
to the unforeseen result. This means that 
not only in Galileo's times but even now this 
phenomenon has not been given a simple 
explanation. 

What causes the invisible barrier that 
prevents the mixing of water and wine which 
are wery similar? 

Al the beginning of his University courses 
Piccardi always showed the students sorne 
other curiosities related to water. One of 
them dates back to Aristotle and it is the fact 
that warm water can reach freezing point 
more quickly than cold water. In his book 
«Metereologica» (2) Aristotle says: «Even 
previous warming of the water may help 
freezing speed. In tad warm water freezes 
more rapidly. Therefore many people, when 
they want to freeze water more quickly, ex
pose it to the sun first. The inhabitants of 
Ponto, when camping on the ice for fishing 
(as they fish by breaking the ice), throw hot 
water on their fishing rods to make them 
freeze more quickly and use ice, as if it were 
lead, to make their rods more rigid». 

Professor Piccardi used to say he had 
observed that hot water (Temperature 90º C) 
freezes more rapidly than cold water (Tem
perature 25º C) but in this case too the 
phenomenon is not reproducible every time 
because it depends on many factors which 
affect the warming up of water; that is: re-



lease of the gases dissolved in the water and 
variations in superficial evaporation. lt might 
be supposed that those structures co
nnecting the water molecules with hydrogen 
bonds undergo many different transitions 
and, by staying on during freezing, these 
transitions wou ld modify the capacity of 
energy dissipation of the liquid water. 
Therefore water slowly heated up to 90º C 

can, in favourable circumstances, freeze 
before less warm water, as at higher temper
ature there occur, at molecular level, partic
ular energy dissipative structures which re
main stable for a length of time favourable 
to a rapid release of heat. 

Professor Piccardi was impressed by the 
fact that water seemed to remember the 
energetic entropic itinerary it had followed 
during warming up. He and his co-workers 
published a paper on the following experi
ment: they took a certain amount of water 
and divided it into two parts. One part was 
frozen and the other was brought to boil ing
point; they were both left to go back to 
ambient temperature slowly. lt was ob
served that these two amounts of water 
showed slight but significant differences in 
electric conductivity. 

Giorgio Piccardi also wrote: « There are 
environment sensitive systems which, if 
modified, keep their modifications for a long 
time and which, if brought back to original 
conditions, present properties different from 
those they showed originally. A good exam
ple is shown by water and when we talk 
about water we talk about life. What I am 
going to say is greatly important in physical 
chemistry, colloidal chemistry and in both 
biology and medicine. Water has a three
dimensional, self-perpetuating structure ca
pable of deformation with absorption of 
energy and entropy. This deformation is of 
a semi-perpetuating nature and lasts a long 
time - even a few days. When frozen, 
melted and brought to ambient temperature, 
water shows a structure which is not the 
same as the one presented by the same 
water which was evaporated, condensated 
and brought back to ambient tempera-
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ture. These diversities due to the historical 
events experienced by the water last a long 
time and, although the traditional status va
riables are back to their original conditions, 
there is no sameness in the two types of 
water». 

Undoubtly water which is the most wide
spread substance on earth, has particular, 
important properties which are not ali easy 
to explain. lt has the highest solving power, 
higher than any other liquid and this means 
that it is practically impossible to get «pure» 
water. lt has a very high specific heat, it 
boils at higher temperature with respect to 
other substances which have similar molec
ular structures. lt is the only substance that 
is found, in nature, in the three phases: solid, 
liquid and gaseous. lt is the only substance 
which, when solidified and ice is formed, 
unlike other substances, shows a character
istic increase in volume; the lesser density of 
ice with respect to water makes it float and 
consequently it protects the underlying liquid 
from excessive cooling . This is fundamen
tal for the preservation and evolution of life 
on earth. 

During his lectures Piccardi often empha
sized the widely- known, exceptional char
acteristics of water so that no surprise should 
arise at other phenomena occurring in water 
solutions like the one he discovered and 
called «Activated water this is water which 
acquires properties induced by means of 
electro-magnetic fields and retains memory 
of them for certain lenghts of time». The 
phenomenon of activated water is not easy 
to either understand or explain. 

Professor Piccardi was one of the fi rst to 
investigate and lecture on surface and col
loidal chemistry. What was most important 
to students was his teaching method based 
on thinking scientifically rather than on re
peating things already well-known. As re
gards the attitude that a chemist should have 
towards research Piccardi used to say: «re
menber that it is not one N only that makes 
the difference between PESARE (to weigh) 
and PENSARE (to think)» . According to 
Lavoisier a chemist must get used to weigh-



ing and thinking. In fact the father of mod
ern chemistry taught chemists that in re
search wrork it is decisive to think how to 
organize and systemize concepts logically, 
to be able to understand those experiments 
which seem mysterious at first sight. 

New ways and ideas far scientific work are 
even more necessary to day when chemical 
syntheses which cannot yet be carried out 
in laboratories could be planned and program
med beforehand. These new ways and 
ideas can also be used to understand the 
chemistry of lite and avoid demaging its 
natural essence. Many phenomena in lite 
are still mysterious to science and we have 
many questions to answer and many an
swers to find when thinking of new interpre
tations. 

Piccard i was looking far answers from 
nature through his chemical and biological 
tests and asked himself questions which 
were conceptually distant from the traditional 
mechanist approach of science; these ques
tions were: what cesmic, environmental sig
nals does a seed perceive to begin germi
nation at a particular time of year? What 
sort of information does a plant perceive and 
select to decide when it is time to come out 
into blossoms? lt is possible to make out as 
early as at pre-biotic level - starting from 
the observation of the genesis of the various 
forms of crystal precipitation - which is the 
piece of information affecting the choice of 
a particular form, which choice in the evo
lution of the more complex biological system 
becomes decisive far life evolution? 

A crystal reproduces itself into specific 
forms without a genetic programme; this may 
imply the action of a piece of information 
coming from the outside. According to Pi
ccardi water might be the very receptor of 
the environmental, cosmic information which 
presides over lite evolution on our pla
net. Undoubtly investigating into the basic 
questions needed a methodolog ical and 
epistemological change in science. Pi
ccardi did not bother much about the epis
temolog ical interpretation, although he 
asked science philosophers to intervene at 
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critica! level on the mechanist approach so 
as to clear the way far scientific progress by 
getting rid of the limitations imposed by a 
traditional vision. Owing to this traditional 
approach b iological logic limits its observa
tions on the genesis of the relationship be
tween information and form by resorting a 
little too often to banal analogies such as the 
one of the «key and lock» which reduces the 
problem of molecular recognition and chem
ical affinity variations to simple questions of 
structural joint. 

Piccardi acknowledged as his own the 
classic Galilean way of investigation which is 
predominantly experimental; althrough cau
tionsly you can ínter hypotheses from exper
iments. 

Piccardi was convinced that scientific 
progress was based on experiments «prov
ando e riprovando» (trying and trying again) 
rather than on interpretations and «a priori» 
justifications. When supported by an ex
cessive use of analogies the assumption
based approach of science ends by re-stat
ing previous beliefs rather !han modifying 
them, when modifying can be necessary far 
scientific progress. 

When writing together with Giancarlo 
Masini a book called «The secrets of wa
ter» (3) in memory of our professor Giorgio 
Piccardi and recalling our lives in the Univer
sity Department of Chemistry of Firenze, we 
feel we have met many excellent lecturers 
and researchers but few of them, however 
able to plan and carry out traditional re
search work, have appeared to usas he did: 
a pure scientist, free from any pre-conceived 
thought, and capable of exploring the un
known by following his own intuitions; the 
way he did and loved to teach. 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

• GALILEO'S EXPERIMENT 

Materials: One 2 litre plastic bottle; one 
250 mi plastic bottle; two plastic stoppers 
stuck together far bottles, each with a central 
7 mm hale; water; red wine (4). 



Procedure: Fill the bigger bottle with cold 
water (4° C). Fill the smaller bottle with red 
wine. Close one of the two bottles with the 
two stoppers stuck together and screw in the 
second bottle making sure that no liquid 
comes out of the bottles. The bottle con
taining water should be put vertically on top 
of the smaller bottle containing wine. 

lf the exchange between water and wine 
is not immediately visible just slightly press 
the lower bottle of wine to let air bubbles out. 

See in Figure 2 sorne phases oi Galileo's 
water and wine experiment. The experi
ment takes about an hour. 

• ARISTOTLE'S EXPERIMENT 

Pleas read reference (5) for a correct 
execution of Aristotle's experiment of hot and 
cold water. 

NOTE 

We wish to thank Mrs. Ida Faulkner for 
translation of this paper. 
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Figure 2.-Some phases of Galileo's water and 
Wine experiment. 
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